College of Fine Arts

presents

Jazz Convocation

John Yamamoto, sax  
Alex Rivera, guitar  
Richard Kim, piano  
Skylar Roach, bass  
Cameron Knowles, drums  
Gyasi Greer, drums  
Jordan Eisinger, guitar  
Jorge Machain, trumpet  
Hazen Mayo, trumpet  
Jason Corpuz, piano  
Gary Fowler, vocals  
Michael Warholak, guitar  
Carlos Mata-Alvarez, sax  
Juan Pablo-Macias, trumpet  
Alex Adams, guitar  
Lee Berry, bass  
Sean Carbone, guitar  
Jamaal Howard, sax

Steve Olivares, guitar  
Joe Klein, piano  
Ed Lacalla, bass  
Michelle Fairbairn, vocals  
Peter LaCascia, vocals  
Thomas Domschot, guitar  
David Lawrence, guitar  
Joseph Sanchez, guitar  
Shawn Whitmer, piano  
John York, bass  
Nick Veslaney, trombone  
Emilio Rivera, sax  
Summer Kodama, bass  
Halsey Harkins, piano  
Lauren Crew, trombone  
Jeremy Klewicki, drums  
Richard Paugh, trumpet  
Eric Zellner, piano

PROGRAM

Jerome Kern  
(1885–1945)  

Michelle Fairbairn, vocals  
Jorge Machain-Vega, trumpet  
Jordan Eisinger, guitar  
Michael Warholak, guitar  
Jason Corpuz, piano  
Summer Kodama, bass  
Cameron Knowles, drums

Ray Henderson, Mort Dixon  
(1896–1970)  
(1892–1956)

All The Things You Are  

Bye Bye Blackbird
Don Raye, Gene De Paul  
You Don't Know What Love Is

Gary Fowler, vocals  
Juan Pablo Macias, trumpet  
John Yamamoto, saxophone  
Halsey Harkins, piano  
Alex Rivera, guitar  
David Lawrence, guitar  
Skylar Roach, bass  
Austin Pooley, drums

Hoagy Carmichael, Stuart Gorrell  
Georgia On My Mind

Peter LaCascia, vocals  
Hazen Mayo, trumpet  
Lauren Crew, trombone  
Carlos Mata-Alvarez, saxophone  
Steve Olivares, guitar  
Alex Adams, guitar  
Richard Kim, piano  
RJ Reyes, bass  
Gyasi Greer, drums

Cole Porter  
(1891–1964)  
What Is This Thing Called Love?

Jamaal Howard, saxophone  
Sean Carbone, guitar  
Joe Klein, piano  
Lee Berry, bass  
Jeremy Klewicki, drums
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